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easy to read blueprint for living a healthier A concise, readable blueprint for living a healthier,
happier life. The writer has the ability to convey his suggestions in his own "voice", steering clear
of endless facts and statistics and offering concrete recommend and wisdom. Packed with
practical advice Excellent book. With all the current confusing fad diets, Dr Tim makes it easy to
simply get started doing healthy living. This publication is jam filled with great advice to truly get
you from sitting idle in front of the screen to regaining your health.. Thank you Dr. Warren!! Basic
and straightforward roadmap for a happy way of living. For a 58 year old man who is definitely
active, this book is a good "roadmap" for keeping centered on the importance of exercise and
how exactly to balance work and life. Thanks for for a few advice on daily improvements in one's
life which can be managed step by step to improve all over better wellness... Tim Warren
practices what he preaches and qualified prospects by example. Excellent, well crafted book
(instruction) for your everyday person struggling with living a wholesome lifestyle. Great ideas to
follow that make it simple to make a healthy change. Following Dr. Thanks for for some good
advice on daily improvements in one's life that can . AN EXCELLENT read and a Great Strategy
to improve your daily life OK, I admit I was a loser when it came to taking treatment of my very
own health because We was too busy looking after everyone else's health. A good reminder and
a kick in the pants A good reminder and a kick in the pants. I actually put the tips in this book to
use before I had reached the last page. It's not just a good read, it's an actions plan to minimize
your tension, increase your mental acuity, build your physical power, improve your eating habits
and improve your current well-being. Great Stuff! Great Continue reading Achieving Wellness!
"Dr.. As entertaining since it is beneficial, “Feet, Fork & Fun” can be an outstanding resource for
anyone who wants to demystify the process to getting, and staying, healthy. Loved this!"John
ZombroPhysical Therapist, Health Consultant, and founder of The Lifetime Body Excellent, well
crafted book (information) for your everyday person ... Just read it again and loved it all over! Tim
for posting your years of experience, this book will be beneficial to many who are overwhelmed
by the prospect of acquiring control and being responsible for their own health and fitness. Dr
Tims lessons from Everest is a superb book to read along with foot, fork and fun because it
teaches you how exactly to set your targets and attain them which goes hand in hand with
changing your way of life. Tim's principles will enable one to reach their complete
fitness/wellness potential. Tim has hit this one out of the recreation area.. Great read. Debbie
from Virginia Great read for anyone that is seeking to become more . It is never too late start
over.. Great read for anybody that is seeking to become more mindful and produce a real switch
in your lift. A worth while information to fitness/wellness A well written, informative book.
Excellent book. Thank you Dr. Filled with practical advice. Good motivation because so many of
us slip up on the healthy lifestyle routine. I completed it the same day I started reading it!
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